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philosophy Institute Plans Meet
At Lake Tahoe June 12-19
"What is really going on in international affairs?'" This year
top flight thinkers from all over the United States will lead 100
Westerners from all walks of life, including students from a
number of Coast colleges, in answering this question at the philos
ophy institute held at Lake Tahoe from June 12 to 19.
The Institute week comes be-*—
tween Commencement and the
SORORITY RUSHING IN
first summer session on the Paci
fic campus, and the total cost, in VITATIONAL PREFERENCE
cluding board, room, and aca DINNER SCHEDULED FOR
demic expenses, is $40. Veterans'
TOMORROW HAS BEEN
benefits, including subsistence,
POSTPONED UNTIL MON
are available.
The leadership, selected be DAY, MARCH 28, FROM 6
cause of insight into the cultures TO 8:30.
of nations most responsible for
keeping the peace, includes John
Somerville, Swami Akhilananda,
and Daniel Sommer Robinson.
John Somerville, secured from
Hunter College, New York, is ex
cellently suited for leadership for
the topic, "Philosophy, Politics, Barbara Mills, Pacific music
and Peace." Somerville is the major, has been chosen to be one
only American philosopher posses of the four finalists to repre
sing the combination of mastery sent the Bay Area in tryouts for
of Russian, technical training in the National Atwater Kent Schol
social thought, and prolonged arships.
Miss Mills has a musical back
personal investigation in the Sov
iet Union. Also Swami Akhilan ground as she has had voice study
anda, head of the Massachusetts for four years. She is a member
Ramakrishna Wedanta Society, of Acappela choir where she de
brings to the problem to be veloped her winning number,
studied and inside insight into "Shadow Song" from the opera
oriental culture, increasingly im "Dinora" by Myerbeer.
The scholarship is sponsored by
portant in these days of "one
the Atwater Kent Association
world or no world."
whose purpose is to foster and
Daniel Sommers Robinson, head stimulate musical interest in the
of the School of Philosophy of community, and to provide a
the University of Southern Cali stepping stone for undiscovered
fornia, is nationally known as a classical singers in addition to se
social philosopher, ethicist, and curing public and professional
logician.
recognition.

Campus radio stations KAEO
and KCVN are planning full ra
dio coverage of the Mardi Gras
parade and other events of the
coming gala weekend.
John Crabbe, Pacific radio di
rector, is heading the group of
radio students organizing the fa
cilities necessary for complete
commentary.
Joe Hodson, Mardi Gras gen
eral chairman, and Lee Gerard,
Publicity chairman, are working
with Crabbe to coordinate a wellknit organization that will com
pletely cover the May 20 and 21
event.
Radio Station KXOB, Mutual
broadcasting Company, is also
being considered in hopes of
broadening the scope of coverage.
Contact with the Stockton branch
M.B.C. will add to the color of
'he annual fun-fest.
Gloria Chapman, Mardi Gras
bids designer, is planning bids for
'he costume ball that will be
"long remembered" and "well
Worth keeping."

BARBARA MILLS
The first tryouts were held at
Sherman Clay in Oakland on May
7, with forty contestants regis
tered. Entered in the first round
from Pacific were Jane Ellen
Haskell, Frances Groves, Arlene
Whitver, and Christine Klamroth.
They were accompanied by Eliza
beth Spelts, Music Teacher.

College Life Featured by Gerber
Dave Gerber's column on colege life at COP is featured in
te March issue of Campus magazine on sale today at the FSA.
overing western colleges, Campus contains news on college sports,
ishion, and campus life plus articles on entertainment including
'cords, dates, movies, and drama. Each month one of.the^stern
•Ueges is featured. This month it's Oregon State of the Pacific
orthwest.
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A CAPPELLA CHOIR TO TOUR
23 KEY WEST COAST CITIES

"The annual spring tour of the
College of the Pacific A Capella
Choir will bring the noted group
of forty unaccompanied young
voices to
on
." With this advance
release sent out by the Pacific
News Service to the twenty-three
cities and towns on the itinerary
list, J. Russell Bodley's choir an
nounces the arrival of their longanticipated yearly series of con
certs—28 in 15 days.

Barbara Mills, Chosen
As One of Finalists
For Music Scholarship

MARD1 GRAS TO
GO ON THE AIR

LAST TIME

Arlene Whitver, Doris Cummings, and Christine Klamroth, A
Capella Choir soloists, pose in front of conservatory tower before
West Coast spring tour.
—By Staff Photographer

Centennial Committee Pacific to Act as Host
To Present Assembly At Educational Parley
Thursday of next week the
Centennial Committee of the Col
lege of the Pacific will present a
Centennial Assembly" Eileen
Norton, Unit III assembly chair
man announced today.
The occasion will be the first
in a two-year series of events cul
minating in the celebration of
the 100th anniversary of the
chartering of the College of Paci
fic in 1851.
"California's Golden Begin
nings,"' Hollywood color-sound
film produced for the California
Centennials Commission will be
shown by the audio-visual depart
ment. John Barlett, director of
the department, wishes it known
that technical difficulties which
resulted in poor film exhibition
at a recent assembly are being
corrected. A sharp drop in volt
age in campus power lines
caused the recent difficulty, and
Lee Berryhill, chief engineer at
KCVN, is working on a compen
sating device to insure satisfac
tory conditions.
Chancellor Tully C. Knoles,
president of the College for more
than one quarter of its first
century, and honorary chairman
of the college centennial com
mittee will speak. Art Farey,
C.O.P. public relations represen
tative, will perform his wellknown costume-character act in
terpreting Mark Twain's immor
tal story of the "Celebrated
Jumping Frog of Calaveras
County." Farey has given more
than 300 performances of the act
throughout the state during the
past 15 years. Other period mu
sical features are being planned
for the show which is scaled to
forty-five minutes.

Research-minded students,
teachers and administrators in
large numbers will visit the cam
pus tomorrow when the College
of the Pacific will host the spring
conference of the California Edu
cational Research Association,
Northern Section.
Delegates to the conference will
be welcomed, at the opening gen
eral meeting Saturday morning in
Owen Hall reading room, by Dr.
Fred L. Farley, Dean of Graduate
Studies, representing the College.
At the noon luncheon meeting
in Anderson Hall the principal
speaker will be Dr. William R.
Odell, superintendent of schools,
Oakland, and professor of educa
tion, Stanford. Dean J. Marc
Jantzen will preside at this meet
ing and Andrew Hill, Stockton
school superintendent, will extend
greetings.

STARTING SOON
Starting date this Sunday, the
27th of March, the A Cappella
Choir will leave Stockton and the
campus by Greyhound bus to
travel up and down the West
Coast, as far south as Palo Alto
and as far north as Vancouver,
Washington, presenting at each
stop their entire prepared pro
gram. The high points of the trip
will be the Easter Sunrise Serv
ice at Mirror Lake in Yosemite
Valley and the performance at
the Music Educator's National
Convention in Sacramento. This
latter performance marks the
twelvth time a Pacific A Cappella
Choir has appeared before the bi
ennial conference.
Among the other data is the
fact that past members of the
choir considers the spring tour
as uppermost in their college ex
periences.

WHO'S GOING
Personnel chosen by Mr. Bodley for the tour are Sopranos:
Nancy Hammond, Ruth Harker,
Babara Mills, Phyllis Norman, Arline Whitver, Dorothy Brown,
Christine Klamroth, Roma P. Orvis, Nadene Proffitt, Joan Von
Berg, Sylvia Wallace.
Altos: Lucille Graham, Marilyn
Gates, Wilma Mast, Sara Sableman, Shirley Wheatley, Marilyn
Coulter, Doris Cummings, Virgin
ia Graham, Ellen Hendry, Lenore
LaChance, Anna Ragus.
Tenors: Pete Davanis, Clarence
Dudley, Ken Gates, Jon Pierce,
Skipper Yee, Hal Beauchamp,
Monte Edison, Ken O'Dougherty,
Bill Hartley, John Whiting.
Basses: Don Curtis, Leighton
Edelman, Ralph Pedersen, Marvin
PROBLEMS
Tripp, Hal Wheatley, Milton Dick,
Section meetings in "Owen and Tom Huff, Ben Perl, Edward Per
Bannister Halls on Saturday af ry.
ternoon will be devoted to prob
lems of administration, curricu PROGRAM
Divided into three main group
lum, guidance and counseling, and
educational psychology. Present ings each concert will consist of
and former graduate students of the following:
Pacific who will present papers 1. "Glorification" — Christian
will include Miss Ruth Hoerl, A. sen, "Behold the Tabernacle of
Douglas Blim and Frank Jacobs, God"—Willan, "Brazilian Psalm"
Berger, "Jesus and the Trad
all of Stockton: David Jones,
Sacramento, and Thomas Chap ers"—Zoltan Kodaly, "The Lord's
Prayer"—Malotte-Bodley.
man, Modesto.
2. "He's Gone Away"—Clokey,
President of the Research Asso
"Yaqui
Cradle Song" — Sandi,
ciation this year is Principal
Robert B. Abbott, Woodrow Wil "Australian Up Gountry Song
son Junior High School, Oakland, Grainger, "A Jig for Voices"—
who was a member of the Pacific Alec Rowley, "Butterflies at Hasummer session staff in 1948. Dr. ga" — Bellman-Hokanson, "The
Willis N. Potter, of the School of Luckless Fisherman' Edelman.
3. "I Cannot Stay Here by My
Education, is the Pacific repre
sentative in charge of local ar self—Hall Johnson, "Here De
rangements for the spring con Lambs A-Cryin' "—Burleigh, "Old
(Continued on Pag 2)
ference.
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I.R.C. Discusses Student Exchange first Lady' to Be
Exchange of a college student from a foreign country and Last Production
one from Pacific was the main topic of discussion at the last
meeting of the Pacific International Relations Club, Monday evening. Of Season's Run

Plans for Mediterranean
Summer Tour Completed

Arrangements have been com-4pleted
for a post-war cruise of the
Director De Marcus Brown an
GROUP, REPORTED THAT THE I.R.C. Speech Tournament
nounced that "First Lady," a com Mediterranean area this summer
has organized three committees
edy by Kaufman and Dayton, has announced Dr. G. A. Werner and
to do further research in this Honors Taken by
been chosen as the final produc Eliott D. Taylor, co-conductors of
matter. One committee is taking
tion of the Pacific Theater's Sil the party. Interested C.O.P. stu
By Jerry Mullin
Lowell, Santa Rosa
ver anniversary season and is dents are invited.
into consideration the basic re
Starting
from
New
York
City
slated
to
run
April
22,
23,
29
and
Seeing familiar faces and g0nr,
quirements which both the Paci
Santa Rosa and Lowell High 30.
on June 23 and extended cruise friends doing a fine job is somefic and the foreign student should Schools walked off with first
The story in brief is a feud be will be made of the Mediterran thing to warm the cockles 0f
have to qualify for the exchange place awards for debate and in
tween
two Washington hostesses ean area aboard the S.S. Khedive reviewer's heart. Last Frid *
(e.g. scholarship), while another dividual events trophies in the
who
show
no quarter in their Ismail. The party leaves Stock opening night of the communis
is planning drives to raise money high school speaking tournament
struggle
for
the position of "First ton by rail on June 20. Among players' production did just that
in order to make possible the held on the Pacific campus last Lady."
the places to be visited are Mar for me. Their "Tonight At 8-30"
plan, and the third group is week-end.
seilles,
Genoa, Naples, Alexan by Noel Coward was done well
With the production "First La
working on reserved plans in the
Santa Rosa placed first in the
dria, Bierut, and Istanbul. Side- and added up to a night of flne
dy,"
director
Brown
will
be
pro
event the club is not able to individual events. In the debate
trips to Baalbeck and Damascus, entertainment.
make possible the foreign ex class, Lowel took first; Stockton ducing his 172nd vehicle on the Cairo and Tuxor, and Rome are
West
Coast.
change, or, if the plan goes College second; Roosevelt High
offered. An optional side-trip to REVOLT
The satire, first produced on
through, to better it.
of Fresno third; and Tracy High
T h e first production was
Jerusalem may also be arranged.
fourth. These winners will repre Broadway during the 1936 season The Pacific party is limited to 75 "Fumed Oaks,' the story 0f a
TOTAL COST
sent the Northern California sec will feature Doris Blum, Barbara
man's revolt against his motherOne of the members of the club tion in the state tournament tak Rowley, Douglas Dupen, Robert members.
in-law, wife, and daughter. The
A
pre-cruise,
which
will
be
brought a letter from the Insti ing place in Fresno, April 2.
Thomas, Betty Ann Rabe, Neill
father carrying the main role was
tute of International Education
Whitman, Marcia Lou Brown, conducted by Eliott J. Taylor, of slightly more than adequate; but
In
individual
events
winners
fers
a
chance
to
visit
New
York,
which stated that the total cost
Jerry Sea well, Penny Fitzgerald,
the daughter played by Dorothy
for getting foreign students into! ^ere as follows: oratorical decJohn Grattone, Pete Davanis, Lisbon, Madrid, Seville, Granada, Martin, though a small role, was
lamatl0n
the United
United States
States is
is $2000.
$9finn This j
» Santa Rosa, first and
the
and
Rome.
The
tour
wil
be
made
Charles Hoist, Marian Stetson,
done exceptionally well.
includes transportation, tuition to |second; and Tracy, third.
Art Venable, John Cretan and by air, beginning in San Fran
In the extemporaneous division Eileen Norton.
the college, etc. A notice has
cisco on June 18 and joining the LOVE AFFAIR
been sent to all the living groups Lowell.took first; Fresno, second;
The second production was
Mail orders for reservations cruise ship in Naples in July.
on campus to help cooperate and Roosevelt, third
Dr. G. A. Werner will also di "Still Life" from which the movie
will be accepted after April 1, by
with the exchange program, and
In the dramatic declamation di writing to Pacific Theatre Box rect a post-cruise of Western "Brief Encounter" was made. It
several local clothing stores have vision, Santa Rosa took all three Office, College of the Pacific.
Europe. Fifteen people can be is the story of the love affair of
been asked if they could donate placements.
accommodated in this section. two people who meet by chance
a $150.00 wardrobe.
They will disembark from the at a railroad station, and you fol
Oratory honors went to Roose
Aquacade
Troup
Khudive
Ismail when it returns low it's progress by their subse
velt,
Santa
Rosa,
and
Tracy;
and
MONEY
to Naples on July 27. Thence they quent meetings there. As the
humorous
declamation
went
to
The club has contacted a trav
Receives Suits
wil go to Capri, Switzerland, Par male interest, Bob Holmes (for
eler's bureau for the prices of Santa Rosa, and Lowell. Judg Swim suits for the Aquacade
is, Brussels, Amsterdam, London, merly of KCVN), gave a very
ing
was
handled
by
Mr.
John
transportation by boat from Eu
have been received by the swim Edinburgh, Bergen, Oslo, Stock fine, and sensitive performance.
rope, and they are as follows: Fanucchi, head of the Stockton mers who will participate in the
holm, Copenhagen and many oth Donna Zailian, as the female in
College
Speech
Department.
first class, $365.00; second class,
coming
water
festival.
Donated
er
points before returning to New terest, was lacking in the change
Mr. John Crabbe of the Radio
$225.00; and third class, $165.00.
by the Brown House of Pacific York by air on September 10.
of pace demanded by the part. An
Department
awarded
Grant
High
The fare to California from New
Avenue, the phosphorescent colEducational courses which will excellent comedy bit was accom- ,
York by plane is $184.00 and first, Santa Rosa second, and Mo
$124.00 by train.
desto third place among women lors range from chartreuse yield two, four, or six units of plished in the sub-plot romance
through rose and blue.
College credit wil be offered en of the porter and the bar-maid by
The basic requirements for a contestants. The men were lined
With a theme of /Arabian route. A complete printed pros Joe Centola.
student to be sent abroad are up with Fresno High first, Santa
nights and under the direction pectus and itinerary which ex
that he must be a member of the Rosa second, and George Wash
of Mrs. Don Hall and Fred Chin- hibits all costs and arrange RED PEPPERS
I.R.C., he must have a grade ington High third.
The third, and by far the best,
cholo, this year's performance ments may be ordered from Wer
The senior debate squad was
point average of one point or
production was "Red Peppers,"
will
feature
such
personalities
as
ner's
office
at
the
College
or
in
above, and must have two letters transported to Redlands Wednes
the story of the happenings of a
of recommendation from mem day by Mr. Guss and Mr. Fanuc Zoe Ann Olsen and Patty Elsener. formation may be had by calling slipping vaudeville team. Finding
The show will be presented on 8-8691.
bers of the faculty. More re chi to take part in the Pi Kappa
that almost invisible lirye be
the 10, 11, 13 and 14 of May.
Delta Tournament.
quirements are being taken up.
tween ham and talent were Ernie
Those taking part in the rounds
Vonasek and Jeanne Cooper in
FOREIG NINTERVIEWS
yesterday, today and tomorrow, WANTED: ESCORTS FOR
the title roles. Their vivacity and
Station KCVN is broadcasting are teams consisting of McCon- BEAUTIFUL WOMEN
(Continued from Page 1)
the
I energy gave 'Red Peppers"
_
interviews with the foreign stu
nell and Miller, Stokes and PedThe
Morris
Chapel
Committee
Boat Zion—Dean Shure "Come perf€ct seasoning to an enjoyable
dents on campus each Wednesday ersen, Mull and Nicolaysen, Riggs
announced plans for a new board On Sinner"—Keeton.
evening.
evening at 8:30 o'clock. The pro
and Kincaid, Blakely and Barrett, of ushers for Sunday student
It can be easily seen that the
Congratulations to director Les
gram is now over one week old.
Mayer and Merdinger, and a new church services. The committee
bb°tt' for a nice bit °f Work
For their first program, Arab
best
in
classical,
traditional,
folk,
!
addition, Jane McBride. The na stated that with a board com
that 18 Certain to boost the C°m"
Hashem of Saudi Arabia was in
tional contest will take place in posed of twenty men, the respon and modern choral composition lmunity theatre.
terviewed. Last Wednesday Mar
is
represented
above.
The
A
Capthe Mid-west this year.
sibility could be distributed in
garita Beltran of Mexico was
such
a way that a person would pella Choir has a repertoire that AWS ELECTIONS
featured. An attempt is now be
Remember that uncertainty and be responsible for ushering only is unmatched by any other West
ing made for one of the local ra expectation make life interesting.
ern College choir group. With
All candidates for the offices
one Sunday a month.
dio stations to hold a rebroadcast Security leads to complacency
widespread
- — acclaim from the | will be presented in the March 31
Any
men
who
would
like
to
of the program.
and complacency leads nowhere. participate in this kind of a pro V estern Press, principal music assembly, while the election will
gram and are interested in doing educators, and radio officials, the be held at the Student Union
a service for their student church Pacific choir has been established Building on Thursday, April 7.
are asked to contact Bob Schu as among the top American ehorgroups.
I
heen under the leadership of
macher of Quonset E. Phone
2-9213.
YEARS AGO
, Mr. Bodley since 1934. As a result
Organized in 1916 by Charles of concerts, tours, and alumni in
Patronize our advertisers.
M. Dennis, now director of mus- the teaching profession, many
ic for the public schools in San schools have patterned their
,
Francisco, the A Cappella Choir choirs after ours at Pacific.
Ben Brown, president of the*-

—

'Tonight At 8:30'
Choicest Entertainment

| More A Gappella—

UNFINISHED
FURNITURE
NEW - STARTLING

BEAUTIFUL - MODERN
HOLLYWOOD BED SETS
STUDENTS DESKS - BOOK CASES
CHESTS - WORK TABLES
COFFEE TABLES
KITCHEN CABINETS

SUNSHINE FURNITURE
HARDING OFF

WILSON

— Open Nights and Sundays —

SAVE 20%

LET'S MEET AT —

Your F.S.A. Card good
for 20% discount on all
watches, diamonds and
jewelry purchased at

3216 PACIFIC AVE.

PHONE 3-2346

SMITH'S
902 DON BURTON BLDG.

Any watch cleaned, re
paired and

overhauled

$5.50

Telephone 3-4952

1603 Pacific Avenue

DRIVE-IN

r

CLEANERS
"THE HOUSE OF PERSONAL SERVICE"

24 Hour Cleaning Service — 2 Day Laundry Service
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ABOUT CAMPUS
YVOMEN'S Y
jjiss Dorothy Height, National
y Secretary for Interracial Educa
tion, spoke before the Women's Y
meeting. March 16, on the recent
Rational Convention in San
Francisco. Information concernnext meeting will be
jng the
posted.

PIIA GAMMA SIGMA
At a recent meeting of Alpha
Gamma Sigma, S.C. Honorary Society, an election was held. The
include president,
new officers
Dolores Rico; vice-president, Ira
Wheatley; and secretary-treasur
er Virginia Baker.
Mrs. Knox is the advisor of the
group.
Anyone who has an accumula
tive 2.3 grade point average is
invited to attend the next meet
ing which will be held in April.
aI

ROUND TABLE

A business meeting of the
Stockton Round Table Club will
be held next Monday at 7:30 in
the Barn. Plans for the Fun Fest
will be completed and Dr. Burns
will be on the agenda of speakers
for the next meeting.
ORTHA META PARA
The members of Ortha Meta
Para, the chemical honorary so
ciety, will travel to San Francisco
next Wednesday to attend a con
vention of the American Chemi
cal Society.
The convention will last the
complete week and field trips to
different chemical industries in
San Francisco will also take
place.
ALPHA GAMMA SIGMA
Alpha Gamma Sigma officers
elected on March 14 included Delores Rico, president; Ira Wheatley, vice president; and Virginia
Baker, secretary-treasurer. Mrs.
Knox is the advisor of this group.
All students who have a 2.3
grade point average are urged to
attend the next meeting which
will be held on the first Monday
in April.

CHAPEL ORGAN VESPERS
The Morris Chapel Organ Ves
pers will be presented by Miss
Beverly Egbert on the Kress Or
gan at 4:30 Sunday afternoon.
An instrumental selection, en
titled "Trumpet Tune" from Purcell's Westminister Ceremonial
Music, will be played by trumpe
ter Laverne Schlenker. Besides
this number, Miss Egbert's or
gan recital will include: "Fugue
in D Minor", on the Credo—Bach;
"Evening Harmonies"—Karg-Elert; "Sonata in A Minor"—Borowski; "Allegro — A n d a n t e ,
Dreams" by Stoughton and "Fest
ival Toccata"—Fletcher.

Archania Holds
Reception

SUSAN CARROLL, the noted
FROSH WOMEN'S Y
lecturer
"The Proper Dress" was the ,,
... and 'charm' instructor of
subject of a panel discussion held the Wesern coast'
visit our
Wednesday, March 16 by the camPus for a three-day period at
Frosh Women's "Y" in Anderson Which time she wiU be Presented
«Y,"
in an assembly and at the various
Reba Watterson acted as mod-'llving groupserator, while those participating' Miss Carroll's program will
in the discussion were: Joan Ten- consist of a series of talks connant, Joleen Caldwell, Wanda cerning refresher courses in
Rinehart, and Carolyn Watts.
charm, which includes grooming,
The "Y" project at the Child- poisf; Posture> and the "fashionren's home was gone over thor- ab^e things to wear,
oughly by Jo Fincher as a means 1 Plans are also being formulated
to present Miss Carroll in small
of interesting more members.
The meeting was closed by en conferences, and committees are
tertainment and a devotional now arrangin£ special projects
and class discussions.
program.
An authority in her profession,
Miss Carroll has on various oc
casions trained many of the star
lets in Hollywood. She is a witty
speaker and presents quick solu
tions and interesting contrasts to
problems in our "women's world."
The dates for Miss Carroll's
appearance have been scheduled
for March 30, 31 and April 1st.
Watch for further retails to be
posted by the A.W.S. committees
in connection with this oppor
tunity for all interested women
students.

MARY RHODES
'Girl with Green Eyes'

SKI CLUB CREATES
'SPRING THAW'
The Pacific Ski Club will close
the windy month of March with
their version of a "Spring Thaw"
when they sponsor the "Spring
Thaw" dance in the gym tonight.
Annette Rosenthal, dance chair
man, will open the gym doors at
nine tonight in honor of the Delta
Rhythm Boys, Pacific's oft victor
ious ski team. The "Spring
Thaw" will climax an already
successful winter for the club,
and will feature two firsts on
campus. The dance will be the
first "after ski togs'" affair of
the year, and will flourish with
the first appearance of the new
Dan Terry Combo.
The Delta Rhythm Boys
topped a tremendous season last
weekend with a string of victor
ies in the Donner Summit Mem
orial Ski Race. Pacific skiers
took second, fifth, seventh and
eighth places at the 26-mile cross
country event.
Bids are being sold by mem
bers of the ski club for fifty
cents a couple. The gym will be
open tonight'from 9 'til 12 to
usher in the "Spring Thaw."

Symbolizing the perfect match
of Janet Rae Nelson and Donald
Gene Morris, a match folder
holding a single match announced
the engagement of Janet and Don
recently at South Hall.
The girls were listening to fire
rules when candy and the sur
prise announcement was pre
sented.
Janet, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Alfred C. Nelson of Berke
ley, graduated from Stockton J.C.
and expects to graduate from
College of Pacific this June as
an art major.
Don is the son of Mrs. Virginia
Morris of this city. He is a so
ciology major planning to gradu
ate from College of Pacific in
June 1950.
Marriage plans are set for a
June wedding in Berkeley.

Rod York announced his en
gagement to Nadine Lasley by
passing the traditional box of ci
gars to his fraternity brothers of
Archania.
Both are students of Stockton
College.
Nadine is the daughter of H. D
Lasley of Stockton. Rod is the
son of Ralph W. York of Lafay
ette, California and is also a mem
ber of the Stockton College -swim
ming team.

Wed. Nights 8 P. M.
On KAEO

•

M. Friedberger & Co.
339 E. MAIN ST.
WATCHES

DIAMONDS

MANOR INMATES
GET TOGETHER
Manor Hall's semester get-to
gether was held last Friday night,
March 18.
Lois Culver and Rita Each us
combined their culinary skills
and planned the menu while all
the couples contributed in pre
paring the dinner.
Patronize Our Advertisers!

Be the

_ Conveniently Located in the Student Union Building -

FASHION WISE

W O O D /jou believe it? The
old oken bucket, of a type origin
ally used for drawing water and
packing maple sugar, has been ab
ducted from the maple groves of
Vermont and placed in the whim
sical captivity of the female pop
ulation!
Yes, it's the latest version of
ladies handbags, a creation of
Roger Van's, New York. Ideal for
the smart co-ed it is manufac
tured in three sizes ranging from
large Beach Bucket 10 inches
tall to a diminutive Butter Bucket
only 4 inches in height. However,
the Old Oaken Bucket which is
medium size promises by far to
be the most popular of the group.
All three sizes of buckets are
available in a variety of 10 beau
tiful finishes, cleverly applied so
as to give the feel and appear
ance of natural grained wood.
This bag is made to retail at $5.00
everywhere.
Everything considered, t h e
bucket bag represents a stimulat
ing departure from the over-extended efforts of manufacturers
to create something new in staw.
It is a wager that buckets will
be the extra touch for our new
Spring ensemble.

Very First
See the Adaptations
Originals

of Paris
by

QtwdisvlvisT

'|

«E G u s

PAT ORR

as featured in*"
LOOK magazine

YORK PASSES CIGARS

THE END ZONE...

, SILVER

Mr. Russel Proffitt, an out
standing religious worker and
layman of the Methodist church,
will be guest speaker for chapel
service at 11 o'clock Sunday
morning.
"Our Security in God" has been
selected by Mr. Proffit at his
subject. Mr. Proffitt's home and
that of his daughter Nadene, who
is in school here and a resident
of South Hall, is in Piedmont. He
is a practicing attorney in Oak
land.
Dick Clark of Rhizomia will be
the student leader and the or
ganist will be Ellen Hendry of
South Hall. Their homes are in
Bronxville, N.Y., and Santa Bar
bara, Calif., respectively.
The service is being sponsored
by West Hall.

South Hall Finds
Perfect Match

The reception honoring the
THE A.W.S. SHOW
girls who are rushing sororities
People wouldn't do to a dog
was held at Archania last Sunday.
Sponsored by The Brown House
It is a semi-annul affair held what the dogs of war are doing
•n conjunction with the selection to people.
°f Archania's Belle. The purpose
°f the reception was so that the
members of Archania could be
come acquainted with girls who
are rushing sororities; thereby
Your On-Campus Refreshment Centei
choosing with an experienced
eye.
GIFTS

SUNDAY CHAPEL

A.W.S. PRESENTS

Style
COQUETTE
. Paris goes POUF . . .
and you've got the prettiest
Broadcloth dress for dressup dates! Pouf sleeves, pouf
pockets on skirt! And a shy
little lace collar!

10.90
See this or 5 other smart
adaptations in cotton and
rayons.

8.90 to 10.90

AT PENNEY'S
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TRACKMEN MEET OLYMPIC CLUB TOMORROW
TIGER NETIHEN
LOSE TO U.S.F.

Pin Hopes on Sprints Hurdles
Winged O Strong in Field

The College of Pacific tennis
aggregation fell before the
mighty U.S.F. Don club Wednes
day afternoon 5-4 in matches
played in the Bay City.
The San Francisco lads dom
inated the singles play by taking
four of the six matches. The
Bengals made it close by copping
two out of three in doubles com
petition.
Sam Match, U.S.F. number one
man beat out Henry Pfister in
straight sets 6-3, 6-3. Conway Caton downed Bob Hall 6-3, 7-5. Ted
Collins dropped his tiff with
Larry Roche 2-6, 2-6, and Don
Loweinbein continued the U.S.F.
victory march by waxing Don
Hamilton 6-3, 6-3.
"Pinkie" Arbuckle contributed
the first Tiger victory of the day
when he outlasted Bob Sample
9-7, 4-6, 6-1, and dandy Darrell
Winrich got the other C.O.P.
singles win by defeating Bill
Green 6-3, 9-7.
Pfister and Hamilton teamed up
to triumph over Caton and Roche
6-4, 5-7, 6-2 in the afternoon's
first doubles match; but Lowenbein and Sample finished the j
Bengal hopes by outdistancing Ar
buckle and Collins 6-4, 2-6, 6-2.
Winrich and Hall garnered the
The irresistible force met the immovable object in last Wed
Tigers only other triumph when
nesday's
Senior-Faculty game in the gym. Pictured are Coach
they edged Art Larsen and Green
10-8, 7-9, 6-4 in the day's finale. Ernie Jorge and one of his football pupils, Tommy Atkins.
This week-end the Tiger netmen will participate in the NCI
SOPHS CAPTURE
Invitational Tournament in Ber
INTRAMURALS
keley.
The rain defied the weather
By Bob Whitney
man's
predictions and stayed away
Ski Team Triumphs
Stockton College and College of Thursday and Friday of last week.
the Pacific's swimming teams All the track enthusiasts took ad
In Donner Race
took first and second places in vantage of the sunny weather
By Don Dragoo
the unofficial team scoring in the and the intramurals were run off.
The Delta Rhythm Boys, Col PAA meet at the Olympic Club When the statistics were piled
up and counted, it was found
lege of Pacific's Ski Team, won last Friday.
the mythical team championship The events in this annual meet that the sophomores were well
of the Inter-Collegiate Class at are limited to four of which the out in front with 66 points. The
the Donner Trail Memorial Ski Cubs took two firsts and the Ti juniors, freshmen, and seniors
followed in-order with 48%, 14%,
Race last weekend. The 26-mile gers one.
and
8 respectively.
course, the longest cross-country
Dick Cullenward, Dennis Pace,
ski course in the United States,
MASON STARS
had good snow at the Donner Bob Brown, Don Driggs made it
Rayce Mason, pointing toward
a
clean
sweep
of
the
220
free
Summit start, but the snow
the
NJCC record of 48.5, ran a
slushed badly toward the finish style. Frank Poucher captured blistering 49 flat in the 440, set
the
150
back
stroke
with
Gene
at Emigrant Gap.
Nydquist, Joe Wilson taking ting a new Baxter Stadium rec
Bob Wilson ran the length of fourth and fifth. Jon Stebbins ord. He also took first place in
the course in 4 hours and 37 min took first in the 200-yard breast- the 880, with the time of 1:59.9,
and ran on the winning relay
utes to take the second place stroke.
team with Eddie Macon, Ken But
trophy. Wilson was beaten by
Kjeldsen's paddlers are resting
three minutes by first place Lief up this week for their crack at ler, and Jim Gallagher.
Somerset, Norwegian exchange Stanford on April 2 after sub Jack "Gunder"' Kirkpatrick, a
student from the University of merging San Francisco last week. former teammate of Mason's at
Richmond High, was the only
California. Rog Wickman brought
Poucher seems to be the man other double winner of the two
home the other Pacific trophy
to watch, he broke the C.O.P. 150 day meet, as he took both the one
when he finished the course in
yd. backstroke record against San and two-mile runs.
four hours and 42 minutes to
Francisco
State only to break it Even with the lack of good
take fifth place in the collegiate
again in the PAA meet. In the weather for practice, the results
competition.
State meet the Bengal 300 yd. bf the meet were pleasing to
Edy Kauppila and Bob Mac- medley team of Poucher, MacMilCoaches Thompson and Jackson.
Mahon finished 7th and 8th re len, and Steel broke the old Paci
spectively, and new comer Bill fic record by swimming the race VOLLEYBALL
The Volley Ball competition
Long, running in the cross in 3:05.2.
has narrowed down to six teams.
country for the first time finished
Jon Stebbins broke the NJC rec
well up. There were 25 of the ord of 1:04.5 for the yd. breast In order to be eliminated, a team
best college skiers on the Pacific stroke in last Saturday's Stock has to lose two games. The only
teams left undefeated are ArchaCoast entered in the event.
ton College Reserve - Stockton nia and Quonset G and they are
Easter Vacation finds the Delta High School meet.
paired off to play shortly. The
Rhythm Boys at Donner Ski
This afternoon Antilla's ath Foul-ups, Goofs, Rhizomia, and
Lodge to compete in their last letes journey to Modesto J.C. Omega Phi have each lost one
meet of the successful 1949 sea where they will compete in the game. The tournament will be
son. Wilson, Wickman, MacMa- first swimming meet to be held finished next Wednesday.
hon, Kauppila, * and Long will in the new Modesto High School
Next Monday the handball tour
compete in the coming Vanderbilt pool. Saturday the Monterey All- nament starts with twelve players
meet.
Stars.
(continued on page 5)

G.0.P.-S.C. NATATORS
DOMINATE P.A.A.

By Jim Gallagher
Weather permitting, Coach Earl Jackson's Pacific thinclatk
inaugurate the 1949 track season tomorrow afternoon on the Baxter
oval, squaring off against the San Francisco Olympic Club, a team
of unknown quality.
> With at least two capable per.
formers in every event except
McWILLIAMS PITCHES
the javelin, the Tigers should
whip the Winged O entry, aI.
though Club strength in' the
weights and distances may put
up a stiff argument to Pacific
power in the sprints and hurdles.
For the first time this year, a
clear cut view of Tiger personnel
may be gained from the results
By Bob Haaker
of the inter-class meet held last
Stockton baseball fans are ex week. Event by event, here's the
pected to throng to Oak Park to way things shape up:
night for the Kiwanis sponsored
In the sprints, Don Hardy will
benefit game, pitting the College be the number one man on the
of the Pacific against Santa Clara. basis of the 10 flat he turned in
Friday on badly knotted legs.
It will be the first meeting of the
It should be no strain for Hardy
season for the two teams, two to register a consistent 9.8 when
previous games having been can he gets in shape. Jackson will use
celled due to weather conditions. Don Brooks in the 100 also, and
Slated to do the throwing for Al Smith, who ran 9.8 for Reedthe Bengals is Stan McWilliams, ley J.C., will move into the num
who already racked up one win ber three spot. Hardy, Ed Macon
over the St. Marys Gaels. The ace and Clem Cope top the 220 field
right hander has never before off interclass results.
faced the Broncos. Hal Torso, a
Swift Howard Stokes, who
Stockton home-town boy, is handed Brooks a thorough drub
scheduled to start for Santa Clara. bing in the lows last Thursday, is
Big guns of the Santa Clara currently tops in that event,
squad are Kelley, a good hitting leading Dashing Donald and Paul
first baseman, and Berberet, the Murray. In the highs, Murray up
Bronco's veteran catcher. The set Brooks last week, but will
outfield strength is led by right- have plenty of trouble with the
fielder Renna. This nucleus is Concord Comet when the season
reason enough for Santa Clara's really gets going.
role of being odds on favorites to
The quarter finds Cope and Ma
sweep the strong California In con exactly even according to Fri
tercollegiate Baseball Association. day's results, with Stokes not far
The Tigers have been idle since behind. The boys should break 50
their 23 to 3 frolic over the flat tomorrow, provided the track
Fairfield Army Base last Friday. is in halfway decent shape.
Ken Butler and Preston GarScoring in every inning but one,
Pacific used sixteen hits and five mire will run the half tomorrow,
fairfield errors to make the fi and may push each other under
nal score look more befitting of a two minutes flat. Butler was
about 10 yards behind Mason at
track meet.
1:59.9 last Thursday, and the
Credit for the win went to Jerry boys will have to step out if the
Haines, who retired after pitch visitors offer any talented com
ing five-hit ball in an equal num petition.
ber of innings. The army team
Jack "Gunder" Kirkpatrick is
could garnish nothing resembling
a hit off the slants of Bob Grun- the big story in the distances. He
ske, pitcher in the last four ran 4:36 and 10:05 in the mile and
two-mile respectively last week,
frames.

ers Host

Santa Clara

Fattening his extra base hit
total, Jim Torvick used a pair of
triples to drive in five Pacific
runs. Sonny Adkins trailed
slightly behind Torvick in the
runs batted in column by rapping
in three runs.
Pacific entertains another mem
ber of the CIBA when they meet
Stanford under the same Oak
Park lights Tuesday night.

not too good, but satisfactory
considering Gunder was bothered
with sore calves and couldn't get
up on his toes for his customary
final sprint. Charlie Richesin,
two-miler, and Arner Gustavson.
all-around distance runner, are on
hand to lend support.

In the field, Ray Kring came
through with a 13-foot vault las
week and looms as the only Tiger
(Continued on Page 5)

C.O.P. - S.C. SPORT EVENTS
Today—C.O.P. vs. Santa Clara — Baseball Oak Park
CO.P. and S.C. in N.C.I. Tennis meet at
Berkeley
C.O.P. vs. Santa Clara—Golf there
C.O.P. vs. Modesto J.C.—Swimming there
Sat.—

C.O.P. vs. Olympic Club—track here
S.C. vs. Bakersfield J.C. and Sacramento CoilTrack Hughes Stadiurti
SC. vs. San Mateo J.C.—Baseball there
S.C. vs. Monterey—Swimming there
Tues.— C.O.P. vs. Stanford—Baseball Oak Park night
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Phil--Ins

Stockton vs. San Mateo

CUB RUNNERS IN SACTO. MEET
FACE PANTHERS. RENEQADES

The Stockton College baseball
team will travel Saturday to meet
the San Mateo Bulldogs. The dia
By Guthrie
mond men from Coyote Point are
By Stan Klevan
The question concerning the ference. The wiser course would one of the top teams in the league.
For their first meet of 1949, the Stockton College track team
proposed
pi
^ league to
KV be composed be CAH
an liuiltoL
honest C1IU1
effortI to
IU promote
piUlllULC The Cubs will be idle next week enters a three-way meet tomorrow afternoon, 2 p.m., at Hughes
of San Jose State, College of the i the new league without hindering in preparation for their crucial
Stadium against host Sacramento City College and Bakersfield
pacific and several of the stronger or degrading any present CCAA game with S.F.C.C. to be played
Junior College.
, ^ ..
here April 2.
independents on the Pacific Coast member.
Not much is known about the
is being rehashed again.
Until the day arrives when a
possible performances of the
Arnold Wechter, outspoken new conference can be intro
teams. Bakersfield's Renegades
L""~
r
columnist
for the Spartan
Daily,> I duced, Mr. Wetcher and the ••»...
membeat Visalia Junior College in a
set off the new rash of com- bers of the San Jose student body
slow meet last week. Judging
ments with a pointed little article! are going to have some mighty
from their showing, Stockton
l.nt- ItrOAlr
fnnnn whenever one
Ann of
nf the
tlln
last
week.
red faces
cinder coach Boyd Thompson
He wrote that the lack of com impotent upstarts of the CCAA
stated that' Bakersfield can ex
petition in the CCAA was caus downs the vaunted Spartans.
pect plenty of trouble from our
ing the league's two leading
Some of the entrants in the
own Cubs.
schools, San Jose and COP, to Oakdale invitational tournament
However, the big question is
were a little sore when Don Nalose prestige.
what has Sacramento, always
He said it was a case of the toli's Cut-Ups took the champion
one of the top teams, got in their
weak dragging down the strong, ship. They claimed that Natoli's
Panther grab-bag?? This will al
and that in defeating such teams aggregation had loaded up for
so be their first meet and with
as Cal Poly, Santa Barbara, Fres the meeting. The Cut-Ups had a
out times on their better trackno State and San Diego State, the team composed of Dean "Hook"
sters Coach Thompson is shrug
two school's named gained only Wendt, Bill Wirt, Howie Pearce,
ging his shoulders at queries.
a questionable amount of fame. Jim Enos, Ray Coykendall, Gene
Thompson places his hopes
Naturally these words didn't set Law and Walt "Buckets" Jefford.
upon quarter-miler Rayce Mason,
One disgruntled valley mentor
too well with the so-called weak
sisters.
.I stated:
„™.™. — "If these college
= boys
-Above are pictured three members of the Stockton College javelin-toting Bob Butterfield,
Wetcher is probably right in practice real hard, they may be track aggregation which will participate in the three-way meet in and Doug Smith, the high-hurdle
advocating the new conference. |able to take this thing again Sacramento this week end. From left to right they are Rayce harrier. Mason popped up with a
time of 49 seconds in the 14-mile
In recent years COP and SJS next year."
Mason, Doug Smith and Jim Gallagher.
^ event at last week's interclass
have dominated the play the | The four members of the Colmeet. "That's nothing," says
CCAA and have been on a par | lege of the Pacific wimming team,
Thompson, "we should have him
Stockton
Netters
In
with the various California inde- j Don Driggs, Frank Poucher, Bobdown to 47 seconds by midseapendents. It looks like San Jose.by Steel, and Bob Brown, who
son." The World's record is 46
Tourney
Saturday
and COP definitely would be in participated in the A.A.U. Cham
seconds and the Conference rec
pionships
at
Beverly
Hills
a
a more advantageous position in
As the Spring sports parade
The Stockton College netmen ord stands at 48.7 seconds.
a league with Santa Clara, St. couple of weeks ago unofficially moves on, the Pacific golf team will face their first test this week
Biggest surprise of the season
accumulated
more
points
than
Marys, Nevada, USF and possibly
is adding one victory after an end in the Northern California
has been Butterfield, who never
the entire Fullerton J.C. aggre other to become the terror of the
Loyola and Utah.
Junior College Championships to
It would seem better, however, gation. These men should give a links. The Tigers journey to be held at the Berkeley Tennis handled a javelin before. For the
interclass meet he tossed the
not to aggravate the other mem few tips to the Stockton natators Santa Clara to corral the Bron Club.
pointed long-stick for 163 feet 11
bers of Calif. Collegiate Athletic who will meet this same Fuller- cos today.
The Cubs will enter four sin- inches, 7 inches short of confer
Assn. unless things are set for ton club in April when the NJC
Last Friday the Bengals turned glues and two doubles teams. Don
the merging of the aforemen championships come to the Oak the tables on the California Bears Jacobus, Ed Ferguson, Lee Tuck ence records. It usually takes
seven years to develop a javelin
tioned schools in the new con- Park pool.
to the tune of 23'/2-3>/2; and fol er, and Richard Haley will be the
thrower 'to his peak. With such
lowed this up with a 25V2-1Vz four singles entrants. Jacobus
performances it is suggested that
massacre of a scrappy but out and Ferguson, and Tucker and
post-collegiate athletic clubs' rec
W.A.A.
SWIMMING
ENDS
EVENTS
classed San Francisco State Haley will be the two doubles
ords
be watched seven years from
the
Gym.
April
first
marks
the
Results of the official time of
team.
teams.
now.
College of the Pacific and Stock beginning of sign-ups for mixed
Bud Troyer again led the Tiger
Doug Smith has the Thompson
ton College girl swimmers in the doubles.
barrage with a sizzling sub par
nod for tomorrow's high hurdle
Any girl who enjoys playing 70 to hand Don Schwab his sec
various events have been sent to
event. Known as "Dependable"
the Regional sponsor and we are Volleyball is invited to come out ond lacing 5 to 4. Following
(Continued from Page 4)
Smith he is one of the few letteranxious to know how our mer for the Volleyball Tournament, Troyer's example Andy Blossom
which begins on the twenty-ninth took his match with a one under entry in this event, while Mo men left and tops in the confer
maids came out in the finals.
71, Russ Shepherd blasted a par Hess and Lee Goff are currently ence.
Two interesting events are the of this month.
All
physical
education
majors
The big fly in the ointment is
72' and Fred Solomon had the one-two in the broad jump. How
75 yard individual medley and the
are requested to attend the State galleryites eyes agoggle with a ard Adams and Hal Buck will high-jumper Don Mahany's ailing
75 yard medley relay. For the in
handle the high jump.
Convention for California Asso neat 73.
ankle. His 6'3" mark will be
dividual medley, each contestant
A1 Smith copped the interclass sorely missed when every point
ciation
of
Health,
Physical
Educa
Wayne
Hardin
is
becoming
must swim three lengths of the
tion and Recreation, which will more and more at home on the discus ahead of Duane Putnam counts.
pool, using, in rotation, the
be held in San Francisco on April fairway as is evidenced by his 3 and Sid Hall, while the latter
Supported by such hopefuls as
breaststroke, the back stroke and
tenth, eleventh and twelfth. For and 2 win over little Frank two are tops in the shot. Smith is Ray Drew, distance traveler; Jim
the crawl. Dorothy Wright came
the only Tiger who wields the
Gallagher's flashy sprinting, and
in first, her official time being further information regarding Minch of the Bears and his 9 and avelin with any authority.
the trip, see any of the P.E. in 8 administered to a helpless Ga
the high-flying pole vaults of Dale
1.33; Glima Kauka placed second,
That is the imposing array of
tor. Hardin took a 76 in downing
Kayser, the Thompson clan may
with 1.44; and Elisabeth Kauka structors.
talent which Coach Jackson will
well
come home with high hon
Minch.
was third, with 1.8. Members of
The intramural scene will shift throw at the Olympic Club to ors.
the 75 yard medly relay team INTRAMURALSto golf April 4th when Wayne morrow.
which came in first were Ruth
(Continued from Page 4)
Hardin under the direction of Dr.
Cunningham, who swam the back
stroke, Elisabeth Kauka, who in competition, and intramural Carl Voltmer presents the 1949
swam the breast stroke and Vel- golf starts in the near future. College of Pacific Intramural
ma Little, who swam the crawl. Following these two sports will be Golf Championships.
Faculty and students who are
softball, swimming, tennis (mixed
Their time was 3.7.
not
participating in Spring sports
W. A. A. Tennis Tournament doubles), and the Sigma Delta Phi
are
eligible to play.
sign-ups for singles and doubles competition.
are this week and next. If you
are interested, you may sign up
on the W.A.A. bulletin board in

Tigers Down Bears,
Annihilate Gators

MORE TRACK-

CHINO PANTS...

Watch This Corner
• MARY NG
Every week a hit of the week
will be given*

FREE!

to the student picked from
Directory — YOU may be
N E X T !
•Must be claimed within week

KHAKI

SILVER GRAY

$5.00

$6.50

DUBOIS
CLEANER'S
Pacific Avenue
Branch
3212 PACIFIC AVE.

(Next to Thor's)
See—ED LeBARON, Our Campus Representative
Conveniently located for Students
to Save with
C A S H

2001 Pacific Avenue

a n d C A R R Y
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SOCIAL CALENDAR

TODAY:

CONSTITUTION REVISION COMMITTEE
DELVES INTO PROBLEMS - TOUGH

AZORES STUDENr
LIKES SPORTS,
AMERICANS

8 p.m. Studio Theatre Production "Girl With
An important document was to create something new in style.
the Green Eyes"; Conservatory auditorium
(
stage.
presented to the Federated Stu
Second, such action would
dent Senate Monday night by "trim down" the over-abundance
8 p.m.—Baseball game sponsored by Kiwanis
Margarida Cordeiro, the fn, •
James Mueller, Pat Malloy, and of campaign publicity and allow
Club C.O.P. vs. Santa Clara at Oak Park.
James Jewell. This paper was a greater concentration and careful student of the week, comesf?*
After game Pacific Ski Club Dance "Spring
Thaw"—in gym.
partial revision of the present consideration of more important the Azores Islands near Port
TOMORROW Afternoon and evening Volleyball Conference
Student Body Constitution. The officers. Third, better results are Margarida arrived in the TTn-f1'
gymconstitution has been under trial usually achieved in a government States last August and is enrolS
this year and faults discovered in which appoints many of its mem here a, Pacific „ , pre.me„ «
6-8:30 p.m. Sorority Rushing Preference Din
ner by all houses (invitational).
the temporary government must bers.
8 p.m. Studio Theatre Production.
be corrected before the adoption
"I like the people here i„
of a permanent governing me MAY REPLACE
9-12 p.m.—eZta Phi Pledge Dance (formal) at
America very much. I find
"
chanism.
Clark Hotel Empire Room.
This procedure makes possible very friendly," stated Margarida
SUNDAY:
A Capella Choir tour until April 17.
the replacement of inadequate ex and because of this she has found'
COLORS AND EMBLEMS
MONDAY:
8 p.m.—San Joaquin County Health and Phy
ecutives without the necessity of that she does not miss her friends
Besides minor editorial clarifi additional voting. Appointive of
sical Education meeting at Anderson Social
cations, four recommended major ficers responsible for group ac at home as much as she thought
Hall.
she would. When she landed a
changes were made. Article I,
TUESDAY:
7:30-9:15 p.m. Tiger Twirlers meeting and
tion-must have the support of the La Guardia Field in New York
dealing
with
the
colors
and
emb
dance room 200—gym.
administration without having to she had a difficult time speaking
lems of Units I and II, may be
8:15 p.m. — Seventh Faculty Recital; Earl
take dictation from the voters.
and understanding English (al
listed under the by-laws. The
Oliver and Edward Shadbolt.
though she did learn the language
Senate previously advised an al WHAT AND WHERE
Night baseball COP vs. Stanford University
while in high school), because of
teration
of
the
colors
without
at Oak Park.
Article IV Section 5 is a ques the rapid rate at which it is spok
change of emblems.
WEDNESDAY: 1-3 p.m. Sorority Preference in Dean's Office.
tion of "Who votes where and on
Article III Section 1 directs what?" It simply rules that stu en here. Finally, through the ef
Bids picked up at 4:15 in Dean's Office.
that
the Publications Commis dents graduating into a higher forts of a Spanish speaking offic
7-8 p.m. Mixer Dance in Anderson Y upstairs.
sioner,
Commissioner of Organ unit still on vote on officers in ial on the Field she managed to
7:45-9 p.m. Archania Belle Crowned at house.
izations,
and Commissioner of their own group. Unfamiliarity clear herself of the red tape that
8 p.m. Studio Theatre Production.
Drives shall be elective offices. with other unit members and a foreigner must go through upon
There are several points in favor their abilities was the reason arriving in this country.
of having these offices appoint given
LIVING IN SOUTH HALL
ive.
Margarida is active in the New
First, as the offices have two HEATED DISCUSSION
man Club, the International Club
The most heated discussions enjoys watching football games
unit still vote on officers in
port from the committee listed were involved in the Article IV and as for sports, she thoroughly
Section 6 recommendation that
and claims that she gets more ex
the term of office be shortened cited than many of the American
to one semester. A minority re students.
port from the committee listed
Most of all, Margarida misses
these arguments: long-range plan
2 Ambitious College Men
ning is vital to confidence in stu her relatives and is eagerly look
for Stockton and vicinity,
dent government policy on the ing forward to returning home
or special territory by ar
part of the administration and within the next few years for a
rangement, to check and
students. The budget is also set visit. Here in America, her only
demonstrate our equip
for a year at a time, and most close relative is her brother, a
ment.
of the committees cover all-year Catholic priest in Turlock.
projects.
Because she has always lived
FULL OR PART TIME
near the ocean, it is only natural
FULL SEM. NECESSARY
that Margarida should miss it
Train now for full time
Finally, a roll call vote revealed while living here in the San Joa
next summer.
that Senate members felt that a quin Valley. What she especially
one semester and a full year likes about this country are the
For interview write:
would be best.
"very pretty small homes." Her
MR. WILLIAMS
own home in the Azores is a large
COMMITTEE RECOMMENDS
10 E. Ellis
sixteenth-century styled home.
AIMS
Phone 3-6515
While talking about the schools
In all fairness to the majority
of the committee, they provided here in America, she mentioned
a plausible clause which called that in Portugal the school sys
for an indoctrination period be tem is very different. The sub
fore a new officer takes charge. jects are the -same, but they are
Such action has not proved prac learned earlier in one's school
career, as is true in many other
tical in the past, however.
A special Senate meeting next foreign countries. Because she
week will consider the remainder doesn't understand and speak
English very rapidly, she says
of the revisions proposed.
that it is difficult to adjust her
self to some of the classes.
THIRTY YEARS TOO LATE
After Pacific, she plans to en
I've never been dated.
roll at either Stanford or the Uni
I've never been kissed;
versity of California at Berkeley,
They said if I waited
and, afterwards, return to Portu
No man could resist
gal to pactice medicine.
The lure of a pure, innocent
Miss,
*•
Even the best family tree has
The trouble is — I'm fifty.
its sap.

WANTED! !

LEARN TO DRIVE .. .

Entertaining ChambrayS/ iridescent with brilliants to
match your jewelry. Amethyest, emerald, topaz and

•
•
•
•

Corona
Royal
Remington
Underwood

sapphire. Sizes 9 to 15.

24.95

— EASY TERMS —

We call for you at the Campus or your Residence-

ACME DRIVING SCHOOL
P H O N E

9 - 9 9 9 6

PACIFIC 5 & 10
SCHOOL SUPPLIES - NOVELTIES - ETC.

Stockton Typewriter Go.
121 N. California St.
Pacific at Walnut

IN A DUAL
CONTROLLED CAR

STOCKTON, CALIFORNIA

3224 Pacific Ave.

Phone 3-9966

PACIFIC MARKET

™^™QUALITY — COURTESY
GROCERIES — MEATS — VEGETABLES
£200 Pacific Ave.

Dial

—We Cash Checks — Students Welcome—

6-6136
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Kappa Alpha Fraternity
Starting on Campus

Heads and Tales
BY E. BORROR

Unit II Director Ray Butler
A petition has recently been called the Senate to order with
submitted to the C.O.P. Com a long agenda in view.
mittee of Organizations for ap The California Student Body
proval of the new Southern Club. conference will be attended next
By Bob Huth
As soon as the group has been week by two representatives
established on campus, it will from units I and II respectively.
ANOTHER LOVELY: Occupy
draw up another petition and Unit I members Doug Taylor and
ing of the desks in the front of
submit it to the national head Beverly Spradling and Unit II
fice of Radio Quonset is John
quarters of the Kappa Alpha fra members Don Martin and Mary
Crabbe's gal Friday (and the
ternity order in Kentucky, and, Clark, accompanied by Miss Mon
other six days, too!), Lynne Col
if approved, will change its name roe and Miss Taverner, will reprelins. She's the "jack of all trades"
in the front office •— being sec from the Southern Club to Kappa sent our stodent body.'
Alpha.
An unusually complete atten
retary, receptionist, file clerk be
K a p p a A l p h a i s o n e o f t h e dance marked the meeting as
sides doing such things as typing
scripts for broadcast. Graduating oldest and finest fraternities in unique; only two absences were
from Stockton College in 1947, the country, boasting of such ad rccordcd
Pictured above are the San Jose - College of the Pacific Debate
Lynne says she is now working mirable alumni as the Secretary
There was a good reason for teamg who last Wednesday, March 16, competed in a non-decision
of
State,
George
Marshall,
J.
Ed
on her PHT, and for the benefit
such interest as four important forensic tournament. At the table is Wilbur F. Luick, coach. Left
of all you squares, PHT means gar Hoover, F.B.I, chief, the late problems were presented by the
are Bi„ Johnson> John Lowrey, Les Groshong, George
George
Patton,
Tully
C.
Knoles,
Putting Hubby Through (Col
Constitution Revision Committee.
pauJ Gq
and Harvey Jordan.
Chancellor
of
C.O.P.,
and
Mor
lege). Her hubby . . . COP tennis
James Mueller, Pat Malloy, and
gan Beatty, well known news
player, Ted Collins.
James Jewell constituted this
THIS IS GETTING BORING: commentator.
group.
Although these questions are
Radio Quonset (KAEO - KCVN) Some of the prominent person
again shared the spotlight on one alities on campus who are putting considered in greater detail in
of Jimmy Lyons disc shows on in their time and effort to get this another section they may be sum
KNBC. Last Monday night he said fraternity started are: Bill Wirt, marized here. First hitch was
that the Pacific Radio Depart Andy Hyduke, Jack Hall, Leon the acceptability of altering the
ment was one of the finest 4-yr. ard Mark, and Bob Foote. These various colors and emblems of
radio schools in the west. He is members are being helped along Units I and II. This complete ar
fast becoming one of SF's favor with the Charter and Constitu ticle (I) of the constitution will
ite record pushers—and we "just tion of Alpha Kappa by Ray Hun possibly be moved to the by-laws.
ter, who was a member at the The second problem was that
love him" up here.
IF YOU REALLY WANT TO: University of New Mexico, as was of causing three formerly elec
tive offices to be appointive.
A new program filling the ether Jack Hall at U.S.C.
Plans are being prepared for a
Third snag was the difficulty
these days is "Let's Be Friends"
on KCVN. Originating from the "Howdy Partner And Smile of having prospective members of
Radio Workshop (it's about time Week" in hopes of getting the each unit voting on officers while
you guys got started) and through Student Body acquainted with still members of a lower unit.
the cooperation of the Interna the fraternity, later on in the se The suggestion of the committee
was that votes would be taken
tional Relations Club, the pro mester.
Tentative plans for a building only from students in their own
gram will feature various for
eign students studying here on are under consideration, and will unit.
The fourth problem facing the
the campus. And according to be built as soon as it is financially
Senate was most important. Sim
Worley Evans there will also be possible.
ple as it sounds, the question was
an interesting character study on
concerned with the duration of
each program — (they shouldn't Morgan to Head
each term of office; whether it
be hard to find — there's plenty
would be for one semester or for
of 'um on this campus). Just New Church and
one
year. The Senate reversed
kidding, IRC.
the
committee recommendation
BIG SHOW: A super-colossal, Community Music
by voting support of a one-year
stupendous, etc. (I sound like a
Hollywood agent) coming up soon A project of church and com term.
A last-minute vote was taken
from the Radio Workshop is munity music is being started at
which
favored support of the
the
College
of
the
Pacific
under
Meridian 71212, a thriller - diller
show being produced by Clare the leadership of Wesley K. Mor- WSSF drive planned for May 4th
through the 11th.
Rampton. The cast is composed gan.
Mr.
Morgan
is
well
qualified
to
of some of the top talent around
the Quonset: for instance — Don head this new program. He is a
SPECIAL ORDERS FOR
Rodewald, Harry Uhlenberg, John graduate of Occidental College
PASTRY GOODS . . .
and
did
his
graduate
study
at
Rohde, Jerry Mullins, Ed Hunt,
Columbia
University,
Julliard
Place
your order early for
Winnie Miriam and Bette Reed.
But the toughest job of all will go School of Music, and won the de special banquets, coffee clubs
to Sandy "Be-Bops" Price, the gree of Master of Sacred Music or bridge party needs. Meticu
sound engineer, who, between the at the Union Theological Semin lous attention is given.
pauses to comb his hair out of ary.
Among the specialized courses
his eyes will bing bells, buzzers,
are History of Church Music,
and "what-not."
Survey of Church Literature,
Church Music Administration,
KAEO SCHEDULE
and Choral Conducting.
Monday through Friday mornings—
It is the belief of the college
7:30 Yawn Patrol
8:00 Navy Band Transcribed
that this course will tend to
8:15 Mews and Nusic
SUIT News
8:30 Spins and Needles
bring a greater understanding of
9:00 Brief resume of Foreign News
Cakes - Pastry - Delicatessen
church activities and their im
9:00 Sign Off
in Butcher linen
portance in community life. For 1910 Pacific Ave.
PH. 6-6324
Sunday through Thursday evenings—
7:00 Tiger Tempos
.„
any information about this new
A gay new suit
0 Oar Cakes Are Made With
8:15 World Wide and Local News
program contact the Conserva
Swans Down Cake Flour •
8:30 Music to Study By
"Cohama" BURLEY Butcher
9:15 Your Bequest Show
tory.
10:00 Sign Off
linen with a cardigan jacket

Programs heard once a week: Monday
night: 8:15 Event of the Week; Tues
day night: 7:30 World Today—8:00 Ed
die Duchin Show; Wednesday night
AWS Show 8:00-9:15 Musical Meander
ings; Thursday morning: 8:15 Facilic
Coffee Time; Sunday night: 7:30 In
formal Sessions.

E

A
C

S
A

T
R

E
D

FELLAS"
FLOWERS FOR EVERY OCCASION AT THE

COLLEGE FLOWER SHOP

CONVENIENTLY LOCATED ON PACIFIC AVENUE
Phone 2-6550

R
S

•

Walter's House
of Gifts
; 2119 Pacific Ave. Phone 2-2112

I N S T O C K !
*
A Complete Line of:
. _..
DEVOE ARTISTS COLOR-IN-OIL
DEVOE ARTISTS WATERCOLORS
WINSOR NEWTON ARTISTS BRUSHES
— See Us For Your Paint - W«llpaper —

THE PABG0 PAINT STORE
230 W. Harding Way (Near Pacific)

Phone 3-7947

that boasts two swagger
pockets that go all the way
around the side from front to back) The button
front skirt is very chic I Spirited spring colors
in sizes 7 to 15.

$12.95

afrutcjo.
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Campus Radio Handles Recall Tallies

GUYb 7 n GALS
By David Gerber

Waldorf, Cohn, Gillette, and
Avale went cultured on us and
took in the stage show at a local
Lillian Juanitas
L
Editor
Norm Ritter
Business Manager
bistro. They quivered with evAllen Woodall, James R. Morrison
Faculty Advisors
ery bump. They liked the candy
Published every Friday during the College year by the Pacific Student As
that was sold there, especially
sociation. Entered as second-class matter October 24, 1924, at the Post Office,
Stockton, California, under the Act of March 3, 1879.
the ones with French photos en
Doug Brodie
closed. Waldorf always wanted a
Associate Editor
Jack Francis
... News and Copy Editor
picture of the Eiffel tower
Marvin Morganti
.
Drama Editor
Anne McEniry
..
.. Society Editor
Joe Vierra and Joan Gregory
Felisa Capillo
Feature Editor
Eileen Eddy
the girl he recently pinned, both
Stockton College Editor
Phil Guthrie
..
Sports Editor
were taken with a fever at the
Ed Powell
Assistant Sports Editor
Jillson and Toal
.. Photographers
same time, hospitalized at the
Ted Toomay
v,«i luumsi
Cartoonist
same time, and had the same
Lilly Blickle
_
Club Editor
temperature — that's right, at
COLUMNISTS—Bob Huth, Jerry Mullin, Elizabeth Borror, Dave Gerber, Don
Dragoo, Ed Powell.
the same time . . .
REPORTERS—Norm Ritter, Bob Foote, Jim Gallagher, Jack Hall, Bob Jiminez,
Nancy Blackburn is through
Bob Hanker, Don Dragoo, Stan Klevan, George Abrahamson, A1 Comaskey, Nance
Blackburn, Chick Chidester, Gordon Ingleston, Jane McBride, Janice Merrill,
with animals. She gave a speech
Dean Stark, Sue Thomson, Richard Turner, Irene Mattos, Neil Dollarhide, Eloine
Ralph, Marilyn Piatt, R. Sumner Burdette, Jack Russell, Alice Call, Bill Sanford
The Net Control Station at the Campus Studios on the election on animals and brought in a dog,
Rodney La Rocque, Tino Venzor.
eve of the Stockton recall. This station was the receiving center a chicken, and a goat to the
for the calls from mobile ham rigs located at the various polling class. The speech was good, but
stations. Operators are members of the Stockton Amateur Radio Nancy spent half the time clean
Club. Pictured seated around the receiver are 1. to r. Bruce Har ing the aftermath . . .
A fire broke out in the kitchen of the C.O.P. dining rison, Norm Williams, Rudy Michel, John Crabbe, and Mr. Buckman Sorority Circle was raided last
week by two guerilla (gorilla?)
hall last Thursday morning. It was not serious — not serious of W6JGR.
—Photo by Rudy Jensen bands and was battered by a ter
that is, in the fact that damage was negligible, but is
rific bombardment of water. Epserious when we consider the problem it presents.
silon and Alpha Thete took the
brunt of the attack.
A fire of this origin could break out again, although
The two bands attacked at once
this is only the second of its type in the 16 years that head
By DON DRAGOO
in
an attempt to diversify the
By
Jerry
Mullin
cook "Kingfish Levinsky" has been in the employ of the
strength of the enemy. It was
Various
and
sundry
organiza
college.
Ladies and characters, the rea the Archite band from the North
tions about campus merit a great
Levinsky stated at the time of the blaze that he had deal of praise for their fine work son for this week's bold type is which took prisoners after being
not been cooking on the stove when the fire started. The in campus functions. However, I because that is how I feel. Can't thrust back several times by
Thete resistance. From the South
stove was being heated in preparation for cooking the noon think there are none that should help it, just feel thdt way.
Under
the
weather
from
a
case
General Ed Pickering water
be
awarded
more
praise
than
the
meal. The "Kingfish" went on to say that he believed there
of measles is none other than bombed Epsilon and then circled
Associated Women Students.
was not enough oven and cooking space available to safely
There are many people on cam Mike Brown. She is receiving a to concentrate on the Theta leand adequately prepare a meal for the large amount of pus
who believe the A.W.S. is non-welcomed rest with her gions.
patrons using the hall. When several things must be cooked concerned solely with dances, three-day case. The real rub to Betty Brady and Jerry Seawell
at the same time, the stove gets too hot, Levinsky pointed housing arrangement, and the the situation comes from the fact were taken prisoners in the en
like. These people have been Mike figured along with others suing counter and were later ex
out.
misled
and could never be more that the sudden red-face breaking changed for a couple of K ra
If head cook Levinsky is correct in his summation of
mistaken. The A.W.S. is con out of Virginia Allen was mea tions. At the battle's end one
the problem, and he should know, since he is in charge of cerned
with every individual prob sles. She immediately shyed thing was definitely concluded —
the kitchen, then the WEEKLY believes steps should be lem that any woman student in away in horror. Then comes the everybody got thoroughly wet...
One of the better war stories
taken to correct the hazard.
Stockton College or the College of discovery that Virginia's is only
We suggest that the Administration, or other such Pacific may become confronted a sunburn and it's Mike that has to come out of the Sorority Water
the real thing. Some people are battle, came about when two un
powers that be, investigate this problem. If more equipment with.
lucky and then there's Mike.
identified civilians raided the in
Different
committees
within
is needed, let's get it.
side
of Epsilon's camp. About to
Climaxing
this
month's
series
the ranks of the A.W.S. are con
— D. BRODIE
tinually at work planning to im of recitals will be next Tuesday's be discovered in the hall-way,
prove women's conditions on faculty recital. It will consist of they ran for the first hideaway
campus and broaden the scope of a cycle of 24 songs from Schu they could find. It was the girl's
women's activities. Last week bert's "Winter's Journey." The rest room.
One of the girls came in —
end's "Emerald Isle" dance in the songs will be sung by Mr. Oliver
gave
a scream — and our two
accompanied
by
Mr.
Shadbolt
on
"Who's going to watch the miscuous, and uncontrolled slash gym was just one example of the piano.
O.S.S. men made two new exists
their
fine
work.
I
have
often
C.O.P. baseball nine play, when ing by those who ought to know
King illness seems to be plagu beside the doorway . . .
heard women complaining, rightly
there aren't any places for stu better.
Herb "The Poet" Markall is
ing
Don Buck's production of
about
holding
formals
in
enough,
dents to sit?" This is the ques
O. H. RITTER
gaining
a reputation for his liter
the gym. However, I have yet to "Saturday"s Children," the next
tion students asked last Friday
studio theatre production which ary aspects . . . Best romance on
hear
anyone
complaining
about
afternoon during the game be Dear Editor:
campus is Epsy, the North Hall
the way "Emerald Isle" was pre 'will open next Wednesday night
tween the college squad and
YOUR RECENT SERIES ON sented.
I in the studio theatre. It seems Cocker Spaniel and Pasha, RhiFairfield Army Air Base, as stu UMT HAS INTERESTED ME
zomia's Great Dane. You figure
Certainly the young ladies re | the major disease finding it's it out . . . !!!
dents were required to stand in TREMENDOUSLY. IT IS NOT
'way
among
Buck's
cast
is
tooth
sponsible for the decorations of
order to witness the game.
GAL OF THE WEEK: Take a
THE THINGS SAID THAT HAS
trouble. The moral of this story
Many students left after one INTERESTED ME SO MUCH, the spring formal rate a vote of
bit of the blarney stone, the
seems
to
be
to
visit
your
dentist
inning of play, merely, because BUT THE COOL RESPONSE TO thanks. The committee, headed
, at least twice a year. It happens brightness of an emerald, the in
there were no bleachers. This, in THE WHOLE THING WHICH IS by Joyce Brooks, went to work
gredients of a shamrock; stir it
at eight a.m. Saturday morning, (that no less than four members up, yell, "Erin Go Braugh, and
itself, shows just how the backing RATHER SIGNIFICANT.
and without stopping to eat, i of the cast including two of the you'll have one of the finest
of the baseball team cannot be
Now, what is the reason for
turned a usually dull gym into a leads have at one time or an- Irish lassies this side of the Em
adequately given.
this? There may be several, but
sparkling dance pavillion. The i other since rehearsals started erald Isle, Molly McGowan her
Jackie Kincaid
the one that stands out is that
women left the gym at 6:30 Sat been afflicted with the ailment. self, begorry.
UMT is practically a dead issue.
You will see practically an
urday night.
To Whom it May Concern:
Our popular gal about campus
The reason is rather plain. There
entire cast of new faces in the
But
dances
are
not
the
only
in
is a Sophomore hailing from
The attention of all concerned are just too many forces against
Buck
production.
Joanne
Bernard,
Lovelock, Nevada, who now re
is again called to the established it. The views expressed by Presi terest of this organization. Last
of "Fashions," and Claire Billssides at the Fost residence. A P.E.
practice on the campus that the dent Burns, Dean Betz, and Dean week this column filled space
bach,
of
"Dark
of
the
Moon,"
are
cutting of shrubs and flowers is Garlington are typical of the with an idea on the revision of the only old timers in the cast major, Molly is hoping to teach
not to be permitted unless ar feelings expressed by educational women's hours. This column is iTwo new faces, which will be after she graduates from C.O.P.
The always smiling colleen loves
rangements are made with Mr. forces around the nation. Educa not the right place to voice opin
ions on this problem. The best seen in important roles, are sports and could always be heard
Bava for that purpose, so that tion in general is against it.
source of action will be found Frank Smith and Allen McCel- above the crowd of a football
such cutting may be under proper
So my proposal is this, dear
in the ranks of the A.W.S. This land.
supervision.
game—no matter the size.
editor. Why not pick a topic that
group
can probably be called the
She loves to dance and many a
There have been numerous in has a little more life to it, such
stances when sizeable branches as "Disarmament," "China Con quietest, yet busiest, single or faction with the functions and sturdy lad has been worn to a
ganization on campus.
cooperation of the Associated Wo frazzle by our vivacious gal. She
have been "cut from valuable flict," or the "North Atlantic
The A.W.S. is rigjjt now in the men Students group. "I am very has dancing green eyes and brown
Pact."
shrubbery. This practice, if con
process of planning a tremendous proud of their actions,'"' Miss hair, and figures 130 lbs. on a
tinued at the present rate, will
In closing I should like to
late semester event that will in Monroe said.
5'5" frame, in a way that made
soon ruin the valuable specimens make this one request. Although
clude most of the women students
the old Kings of Ireland proud
that are now a part of the cam it was fine to get the President
- (Advertisement)
on campus. This last of April
of their native daughters.
pus landscape.
and the two Deans to form their
event has the full cooperation of
We are glad to have good use opinions on UMT I wonder if it
A T T E N T I O N
the administration and many farMan reaches each stage of his
made of the flowers and shrubs wouldn't be possible to get more
sighted women students on cam
life as a novice.—Chamfort.
.SOMEONE SHOULD TELL
for the purpose of decoration in of a variety; of opinions? It is pus.
offices and elsewhere, but there possible, you'know.
Miss Harriet Monroe, Dean of
JOHN!
Silence is the unbearable re
should not be indiscriminate, pro
Wes Osman
Women, expressed complete satispartee.—G. K. Chesterton.

STEAKS. WELL DONE.

OPINIONS

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Going Mad

